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Watch Development Kit (Excluding Core) V1.1

Description

Introducing the Watch v1.1 Dev Kit (Excluding Core): The Ultimate Smart Wearable
Development Kit

Powerful Development Hardware: The Watch v1.1 Dev Kit is equipped with advanced
hardware components, making it an ideal platform for developing smart wearable devices.
Designed to be used with the M5Core series, it provides a seamless integration with
powerful development capabilities.

Exquisite Appearance: With its sleek and stylish design, the Watch v1.1 Dev Kit not only
offers powerful functionality but also doubles as a fashionable smart wearable device. Its
exquisite appearance ensures that you can wear it with confidence, making a statement
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wherever you go.

Easy Integration: The kit is specifically designed to be compatible with the M5Core series,
allowing for easy integration and expansion of functionality. This enables you to leverage the
extensive ecosystem of M5Stack modules and peripherals to enhance the capabilities of
your smart wearable device.

Enhanced Battery Life: The Watch v1.1 Dev Kit has a 700mAh lithium battery, providing
reliable and long-lasting power, allowing people to use the device for extended periods
without worrying about running out of battery.

Wearable Strap: The Watch v1.1 Dev Kit includes a cool strap, allowing for easy adjustment
to suit users' preferences, ensuring a comfortable and enjoyable user experience.

Experience the perfect combination of powerful development hardware and stylish smart
wearable design with the Watch v1.1 Dev Kit. With its seamless integration, enhanced
battery life, and comfortable wearability, it opens up a world of possibilities for creating
innovative and functional smart wearable devices.

Note: This product is compatible with M5Core2 and M5CoreS3.If combined with Core2,it can
be locked with two M3*18 cup head screws.

Features

Compatible with Basic core/Core/CoreS32
700mAh lithium battery

Includes

1x strap base
1x M-BUS board
1x 700mAh battery
2x telescopic card pin
2x M3x15 screws
2x M3x16 screws
2x M2x15 screws
2x HEX KEY
1x disassemble screwdriver

Applications

smart watch

Specification
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Resources Parameters

Strap size and weight 260mm x 22mm / 18g

Base dimensions and weight 54.3mm x 54.3mm x 7mm / 25g

Product Size 54.3 x 54.3 x 7mm

Package Size 125 x 67 x 23mm

Product Weight 57g

Package Weight 108g

 
 


